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The most natural supersymmetric solution to the hierarchy problem prefers the scalar top partner to be
close in mass to the top quark. Experimental searches exclude top squarks across a wide range of masses,
but a gap remains when the difference between the masses of the stop and the lightest supersymmetric
particle is close to the top mass. We propose to search for stops in this regime by exploiting the azimuthal
angular correlation of forward tagging jets in (s)top pair production. As shown in earlier work, this
correlation is sensitive to the spin of the heavy states, allowing one to distinguish between top and stop pair
production. Here, we demonstrate that this angular information can give a statistically significant stop pair
production signal in the upcoming LHC run. While the appropriate simulation including parton showering
and detector simulation requires some care, we find stable predictions for the angular correlation using
multijet merging.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The top partner holds a special place inmany extensions of
the standard model [1]. As the fermion with the largest
coupling to theHiggs field, the top gives the largest quadratic
correction to the Higgs mass term. To have a natural and
untuned cancellation of this term, we would expect the
supersymmetric top squark—the stop (~t)—to be close in
mass to the top itself. Additionally, in generic supersym-
metric flavor models the large top Yukawa drives the mixing
of left- and right-handed stops and pushes the lightest stop
mass eigenstate to be the lightest squark. Experimentally,
however, no evidence of a relatively light stop has been
obtained in collider searches. A combination of ATLAS [2]
and CMS [3] results at 7 and 8 TeV excludes stop pair
production decaying to final states containing an invisible,
stable supersymmetric particle (e.g., the lightest neutralino,
~χ0) for stopmasses in the range of100–750 GeV, assuming a
massless invisible decay product.
Nevertheless, in the two-dimensional plane of ~t and ~χ0
masses, there remains a notable window in the experimen-
tal exclusion regions: neither experiment has ruled out the
possibility that stop pair production events may be buried in
top production when the mass difference m~t − ðm~χ þmtÞ
becomes small. There is a simple explanation for this lack
of sensitivity to stop production near the “degeneracy line”:
when the mass splitting is small, the invisible particles (~χ0)
carry little momentum, so the final state from stop pair
production closely mimics that of top pairs in the standard
model. In principle, measurable differences in the missing
transverse energy (ET) distributions would for fully had-
ronic top decays would appear if stop events are also
present, a feature that might allow discovery or exclusion of
degenerate stops [4]. In practice, however, such searches
face challenging jet combinatorics and require precise
understanding of the background ET . In the dileptonic or
semileptonic channels, kinematic variables built from the
decay products of the top are nearly identical for tt¯ and ~t~t
events, assuming the stop decays to either (a) an on-shell or
off-shell top and an invisible ~χ0, (b) a bottom quark and a
chargino, where the latter decays into a ~χ0 and a WðÞ
boson, or (c) the stop decays into a ~χ0 and a charm quark.
This last search channel is of primary interest in the low-
stop mass region, and is looked for in ATLAS and CMS
using a charm-enhanced monojet-inspired search [5].
Analyzing differences in the top production angles or
top decay products have been suggested [6] to search
for stop pairs contaminating the top sample, but the
possible improvement is small and can be washed out
by necessary trigger and selection criteria.
In this study we explore an alternative approach for
distinguishing top and stop pair production that avoids
these difficulties. Specifically, we show how correlations
between tagging jets can be used to search for stop pairs in
the top pair sample at the LHC [7] independent of the stop
decays. In particular, we consider the difference in the
azimuthal angles Δϕ of forward jets produced in associ-
ation with the top or stop pair in vector boson fusion (VBF)
events.1 These jets arise from initial state radiation. The
information in their Δϕ distribution can be used regardless
of decay channels, as long as we can manage to extract a
1Here, the fusing vector bosons are primarily gluons, justifying
the term “VBF.”
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signal-rich sample. As was originally demonstrated in the
context of Higgs physics [8,9], the difference in azimuthal
angle between the two forward jets Δϕ from weak-boson-
fusion events inherit information about the helicities of the
weak bosons involved in the production. From the under-
lying argument it is obvious that this technique can be
generalized to gluon fusion [9,10]. The helicities that can
participate in a given process are set by the Lorentz
structure of the production matrix element, and so for pair
production the distribution of Δϕ is sensitive to properties
of pair-produced particles such as spin and CP assignment.
For the pair production process of interest here, the
resulting differential cross section has the form
dσ
dΔϕ
¼ A0 þ A1 cosΔϕþ A2 cosð2ΔϕÞ; ð1Þ
where the expansion coefficients Ak encode the interplay of
the underlying pair production amplitude and the helicity of
the fusing gluons. As shown in our earlier work [11], the
sign of A2 is set by the spins of the produced particles:
A2 > 0 for scalars and A2 < 0 for fermions. In general, this
sensitivity could provide a powerful technique for diag-
nosing the spin of any new particles that may be discovered
at the LHC [11]. This is also the case for top pair production
close to threshold, while in the relativistic limit the sum of
the two azimuthal angles is the more sensitive observable
[7]. In the present context, we show how one may exploit
the same effect to identify or exclude the presence of stop
pairs in the region of parameter space near the degeneracy
line. Moreover, we describe how the cosð2ΔϕÞ correlation
between initial state radiation jets can be reliably described
in event simulations that take into account parton shower-
ing and realistic detector jet identification and show that the
correlation is not washed out through azimuthal decorre-
lation [12,13] To our knowledge, this study represents the
first such demonstration, indicating that study of azimuthal
tagging jet correlations may be a realistic tool in other
contexts as well [7,11].
Before determining if the degenerate stop production
could be hiding in top pair production at the LHC, one
should ask whether the measured cross section for top pair
production allows for such a scenario, as in some of the
earliest searches for stops at the Tevatron [14]. This rate has
been measured numerous times [15–19] and agrees with
theoretical predictions [20] within uncertainties. In Table I,
we show the measured top pair cross sections at the
Tevatron and the LHC, along with the theoretical predic-
tions and the supersymmetric stop pair production cross
sections for light stop masses of 175 and 200 GeV. At first
glance, the measured cross section would appear to rule
out the addition of a stop with mass near that of the top.
However, it is unclear how the top cross section measure-
ments would respond to an admixture of stop events, and
there may be a degeneracy between the cross section and
top mass measurements. Short of a detailed analysis
of this question that goes beyond the scope of the present
study, we cannot rule out the possibility—however
unlikely—that a 175 GeV stop could be hiding inside
the top sample. Moreover, a stop with mass around
200 GeV, still within the degeneracy window, is not
in significant tension with the experimental results,
given the uncertainties. Consequently, we will consider
two benchmark cases, corresponding to ðm~t; m~χÞ ¼
ð175; 1Þ GeV and (200, 25) GeV, respectively.
Our discussion is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
explain the physics behind the Δϕ correlations of VBF
tagging jets in the specific cases of top and stop pair
production. In Sec. III we then discuss the simulation of
these events including multijet merging in MADGRAPH5.
While in the default setup the correlations between the
tagging jets are not guaranteed to be included we show how
they can be accounted for. In the same section we study the
tagging jet correlations at parton level and show how a
dedicated analysis can separate top and stop contributions
to a mixed event sample. In Sec. IV we confirm that using
realistic cuts and a fast detector simulation these results can
be reproduced.
II. TAGGING JET CORRELATIONS
We are interested in top and stop pairs with two
associated tagging jets, produced primarily via initial state
radiation, or equivalently, through VBF diagrams [22].
TABLE I. Cross sections for top and stop pair production at the 1.96 TeV Tevatron and 7, 8, and 14 TeV LHC. The theoretical
predictions for the tt¯ cross sections are calculated at NNLOþ NNLL, formt ¼ 173.3 GeV [20]. Cross sections for stop pair production
are calculated at NLO in PROSPINO2 [21] with a light ~t1 and all other supersymmetric particles decoupled.ﬃﬃ
s
p ½TeV σtt¯ ½pb Experiment σtt¯ ½pb Theory σ~t~t ½pbm~t ¼ 175 GeV σ~t~t ½pbm~t ¼ 200 GeV
1.96 7.68 0.20stat  0.36sys (CDFþ D0 [19]) 7.164þ0.110−0.200scale þ0.169−0.122pdf 0.587 0.252
7 177 3stat87sys  7lumi ðATLASÞ
3stat 87 7sys  7lumi ðCMSÞ
172.0þ4.4−5.8scale
þ4.7−4.8pdf 24.0 11.9
8 238 2stat  7sys  7lumi  4beamE ðATLAS ½17Þ
227 3stat  11sys  10lumi ðCMS ½18Þ
245.8þ6.2−8.4scale
þ6.2−6.4pdf 34.5 17.3
14 – 953.6þ22.7−33.9scale
þ16.2−17.8pdf 135 72.1
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Eventually, to separate VBF production from all other
sources of jets we will employ strict selection cuts,
primarily requiring the jets to be forward. A representative
Feynman diagram is shown in Fig. 1, defining our notation
for the different momenta. The full gauge-invariant matrix
element will be the sum of many diagrams, but the cuts will
emphasize this topology’s contribution to the amplitude. In
our simulations, we will include all initial parton states,
though in practice gluons dominate for the parameter range
of interest. It is most convenient to write the relevant
kinematics in the three frames shown in Fig. 2 [8]. The
emission of the fusing vector bosons (gluons in our case)
from the incoming partons are described in the Breit frames
(frames I and II), defined by the gluon momenta being
purely spacelike and in the z direction:
qμ1 ¼ kμ1 − kμ3 ¼ ð0; 0; 0; Q1Þ;
qμ2 ¼ kμ2 − kμ4 ¼ ð0; 0; 0;−Q2Þ: ð2Þ
The top/stop pair production frame shown as frame X in
Fig. 2 is defined as the frame in which qμ1 þ qμ2 ¼ ð
ﬃﬃˆ
s
p
; ~0Þ,
where sˆ≡ ðp1 þ p2Þ2 is the invariant mass of the top or
stop pair.
We now focus on the dependence of the differential cross
section on the azimuthal angles ϕ1 and ϕ2. As long as the
tagging jets with the momenta k3 and k4 are forward, the z
axis shared by frames I, II, and X is nearly collinear with
the experimental beam axis. In this approximation, an
azimuthal rotation around the gluon momenta corresponds
to a physical azimuthal rotation around the beam axis in the
lab frame. Therefore, as a first step we can approximate
the observed azimuthal angles in the laboratory frame by
the angles in the plane orthogonal to the top or stop
momenta [9], which identifies the angles ϕ1 and ϕ2 in the
Breit frames with physical angles as measured by the
detector. The validity of this approximation will be borne
out in the results of the simulations, which do not make any
such approximations. The matrix element for the full VBF
event takes the form
M ¼
X
h1;h2
MμI ðh1;ϕ1; θ1ÞMνIIðh2;ϕ2; θ2ÞMμνX ðh1; h2;ΘÞ;
ð3Þ
where h1; h2 ¼ −1; 0;þ1 are the helicities of the gluons q1
and q2, measured relative to the z axis, so h1 ¼ þ1 is
positive angular momentum for q1, but h2 ¼ −1 is positive
angular momentum for q2. We suppress the dependence on
the color factors. A boost is required to take each matrix
element from its individual frame to a common center-of-
mass frame. All these boosts will be in z direction and will
not induce additional dependence on the azimuthal angles
ϕi. Therefore, ϕ1 and ϕ2 enter only as phases of the Breit
matrix elements,
MIðh1;ϕ1; θ1Þ ¼MIðh1; 0; θ1Þeþih1ϕ1 ;
MIIðh2;ϕ2; θ2Þ ¼MIIðh2; 0; θ2Þe−ih2ϕ2 : ð4Þ
We can rewrite ϕ1 and ϕ2 in terms of their difference Δϕ≡
ϕ1 − ϕ2 and their sum ϕþ ≡ ϕ1 þ ϕ2 [8,9]. The angle ϕþ is
physically unobservable without reference to the top or stop
production plane, which we will not attempt to reconstruct,
and so it can be integrated over. Abbreviating the six-body
phase space factors as ðPSÞ and the integration over all
other angles as dΩ, the differential cross section with
respect to Δϕ can be written as
dσ
dΔϕ
¼ ðPSÞ
Z
dΩ
X
hð
0Þ
1
;hð
0Þ
2
eiΔhΔϕ=2½MμI ðh1ÞMμ
0
I ðh01Þ
× ½MνIIðh2ÞMν
0
II ðh02Þ½MμνX ðh1; h2ÞMμ
0ν0
X ðh01; h02Þ;
ð5Þ
with Δh ¼ h1 − h01 þ h2 − h02. This distribution has to be
invariant under the shift Δϕ → Δϕþ 2π, which translates
into the condition Δh ¼ 0;2;4. Terms with odd Δh
must vanish, and larger values of Δh cannot be generated
for jhjj ≤ 1 (allowing for off-shell gluons). We then expand
the exponential with the helicities in sines and cosines and,
assuming CP conservation, ignore the complex sine con-
tributions. The three allowed helicity changes Δh give rise
to the three coefficients of Eq. (1),
FIG. 2. Kinematics for VBF events, showing the two Breit
frames I and II and the production frame X [8].
FIG. 1. A representative Feynman diagram for the VBF process
pp → tt¯þ jj with two tagging jets. Similar diagrams exist for
stop pair production. The initial and final state partons can be
quarks, antiquarks, or gluons. The different channels contributing
to the hard gg → tt¯ scattering are denoted by a solid dot.
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An ¼ ðPSÞ
Z
dΩ
X
Δh¼n
½MμI ðh1ÞMμ
0
I ðh01Þ
× ½MνIIðh2ÞMν
0
II ðh02Þ½MμνX ðh1; h2ÞMμ
0ν0
X ðh01; h02Þ:
ð6Þ
Wewill be most interested in A2, where Δh ¼ 4. This can
only be satisfied by the unique configuration h1 ¼ h2 ¼
1 and h0i ¼ −hi.
From explicit calculation, the contribution from the
matrix elements for gluon emission, i.e. MIðh1Þμ ×
MIð−h1Þμ0 and MIIðh2ÞνMIIð−h2Þν0 for hi ¼ 1, are
all positive [8]. As a result, the sign of A2 depends only
on the sign of the pair production interference terms
MμνX ðh; hÞMμ
0ν0
X ð−h;−hÞ, with h ¼ 1. That is, the sign
of A2 depends on the relative sign between the matrix
element for pair production where the total incoming z
component of angular momentum is þ2, and the matrix
element where the incoming Jz ¼ −2.
An explicit calculation of these interference terms in the
case of the fusion of Abelian gauge bosons shows that, for
the production of scalars, these interference terms are
overall positive, while for fermion production, the terms
are overall negative [11]. We can now repeat this calcu-
lation in the case of QCD-coupled heavy quarks [7] or
squarks. The results are made more clear by multiplying the
matrix elements in frame X by polarization vectors for the
virtual gluons q1 and q2, treating them as approximately on
shell. Recalling that positive helicity for both gluons is
defined relative to the z axis, rather than relative to the
gluon momentum, both sets of polarization vectors can be
written as ϵ1=2 ¼ ð0; 1;i; 0Þ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
.
We begin with the fermionic case. For top pairs, the
relevant production matrix elements times polarization
vectors in frame X are
½MμνX ðh; hÞs;sϵμðhÞϵνðhÞ ¼ −ig2s2sðfTa; Tbg þ β cosΘ½Ta; TbÞβ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − β2
q
sin2Θ
1 − β2cos2Θ
;
½MμνX ðh; hÞs;−sϵμðhÞϵνðhÞ ¼ −hig2s2sðfTa; Tbg þ β cosΘ½Ta; TbÞβ sinΘ
1 − 2sh cosΘ
1 − β2cos2Θ
: ð7Þ
The angle Θ is defined in Fig. 2. The superscripts s; s or
s;−s for s ¼ 1=2 denote the helicities of the top and
antitop, measured relative to each of their momenta. In
terms of the total production energy sˆ the velocity of the top
and antitop β is β ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − 4m2=sˆ
p
.
Notably, the matrix elements for production of a tt¯ pair
with the same helicity assignments [Eq. (7)] do not have the
property thatMXðþ1;þ1Þ ×MXð−1;−1Þ < 0, contrary
to our expectations. However, the signs of the s;−s matrix
elements with opposite helicity are manifestly asymmetric,
asMs;−sX ðh; hÞ ∝ h, so this product is indeed negative. The
fact that one term is not clearly negative could be concerning
for our argument, but by inspection it is clear that the
negative terms are strictly larger in magnitude than the
positive contributions. It is possible that the β dependence of
the A2 term could be useful in an experimental analysis. Cuts
placed on the top decay products could be used to enhance
particular ranges of β [7], enhancing or suppressing the
interference effect and providing useful sidebands. We will
not further investigate this possibility in this paper.
Turning to the stop pair production, the relevant matrix
elements are
MμνX ðh; hÞϵμðhÞϵνðhÞ ¼ ig2sðfTa; Tbg þ β cosΘ½Ta; TbÞ
×
β2sin2Θ
1 − β2cos2Θ
: ð8Þ
Clearly this does not depend on the gluon helicities h,
and so the interference terms are positive. This results in
a positive A2 term for stop pair production, and thus, the
sign of A2 can be used to distinguish the production of
scalar stops and fermionic tops. Note that these two
calculations only demonstrate that the top and stop
distributions will have opposite signs of their A2 com-
ponents, without addressing the relative magnitudes. To
answer that question, we must turn to Monte Carlo
simulation.
III. SIMULATING VBF (S)TOPS
In order to extract information on the spin of the heavy
top or stop particles from tagging jets we need to ensure
that our simulation keeps all relevant spin correlations.
Naively, this can be guaranteed by generating events for the
hard processes ~t~tjj and tt¯jj [7,11,23]. However, the
transverse momentum of the tagging jets will often be
significantly below the energy scale of this hard process. In
that region of phase space, for example the transverse
momentum spectrum of jet radiation is only properly
described once we include the parton shower or other
implementation of Sudakov factors. In standard showering
algorithms the probabilistic parton shower is (usually)
averaged over the helicities of the participating partons.
In such simulations, any apparent spin correlation between
the hard process and the tagging jets—or between the
tagging jets themselves—comes only from kinematic con-
straints [23], rather than from a combination of kinematics
and underlying interference effects. What we need is a
merged description of the parton shower and the hard
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matrix element, where the tagging jets are generated
through the matrix element.
To that end, we consider two benchmark parameter
points for stop signals for stop pair production followed by
a decay into a top and a missing energy particle,
pp→ ~t~t → ðt~χ0Þðt¯~χ0Þ ðm~t; m~χÞ ¼
ð175; 1Þ GeV
ð200; 25Þ GeV:
ð9Þ
The invisible particles coming from a prompt decay can be
a neutralino or a gravitino. As we are not closely inves-
tigating the stop and top decay patterns we will refer to the
generic missing energy particle as ~χ0.
For the background and each signal benchmark we
generate events for the pair production of stops and tops
at the 14 TeV LHC with up to three extra jets in
MADGRAPH5 [24,25], matching the jets to PYTHIA6 [26]
and using anti-kT jets with R ¼ 0.5 [27] down to a
matching scale XQCUT ¼ 20 GeV. This choice (endorsed
by the MADGRAPH authors [28], and demonstrated in
Refs. [29] to accurately model NLO effects) ensures that
the spin correlations in the tagging jets are kept, provided
the two tagging jets are chosen from the three leading jets
that do not originate from top decay.
We will compare these results to unmatched hard tt¯jj
and ~t~tjj events [7]. In this section we do not keep track of
the top and stop decays. The two tagging jets are the two
hardest jets which fulfill all pT and Δη requirements.
In order to ensure that all final state jets in MADGRAPH5
are generated by the matrix element and hence include all
spin and angular correlations, we can move the matching
scale to values below the transverse momenta for all
potential tagging jets, XQCUT < pT;j.
2 While this choice
will hugely decrease the efficiency of the event generation,
because a very large fraction of events will be vetoed to
generate the Sudakov suppression, it will ensure that our
events include all the necessary information. Because the
matching scale is not a physical parameter, it can be varied
within a reasonable range, where we will see that the
definition of “reasonable” is different for kinematic dis-
tributions and the total rate.
Before we study the spin correlation between the tagging
jets we test if our choice of the matching scale,
XQCUT ¼ 20 GeV, leads to stable and consistent results.
To this end we show the pT distributions for the first four jets
for top pair production in Fig. 3. This distribution directly
probes the Sudakov suppression and should therefore be
most sensitive to artifacts from the choice of the matching
scale. We vary the matching scale from 20 to 40 GeVand the
default value of 60 GeV. We see that the distributions are
essentially indistinguishable between the three samples over
the entire range of pT , so our choice of scales does not
present any problems for the tagging jet distributions.
On the other hand, the combined cross sections from
MADGRAPH show a wider variation, with σtt¯ ¼ 2.9, 1.3,
0.94, and 0.71 nb for XQCUT ¼ 20, 40, 60, and 100 GeV.
Given that multijet merging is based on a combination of
leading order matrix elements and a leading logarithmic
parton shower, this variation reflects the uncertainty of a
leading order cross section with four powers of αs. For
smaller values of XQCUT we include more and more real
emission as described by the full matrix element, but only
compensated for by approximate virtual corrections in the
Sudakov factor. If we apply an external normalization of the
total production rate, for example to the precision predictions
shown in Table I, we can use a MADGRAPH event samples
with the matching scale of 20 GeV to accurately simulate the
production of top or stop pairs plus jets.
We can now consider the distribution of forward jets in
top or stop events. In this section, we will focus on
confirming the existence and the sign of the A2 terms,
as derived from the interference pattern described in Sec. II.
Moreover, we need to test if our event generation indeed
captures all relevant physics. To be independent of the
details of the top decay, we use Monte Carlo truth to
distinguish between associated jets and those from top
decay. For specific top decays it should be straightforward
to distinguish between ISR jets and decay jets, as has been
shown for direct production of supersymmetric particles
[30], for weak-boson-fusion pair production of supersym-
metric particles [31], and for sgluon pair production [32], as
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FIG. 3 (color online). Normalized pT distributions of the four leading jets in the merged tt¯ samples, with XQCUT ¼ 20 (black), 40
(red), and 60 GeV (blue). We use anti-kT jets with ΔR ¼ 0.5, and require pT > 20 GeV and jηjj < 5.
2We have confirmed that for events with XQCUT> pT;j the
correlations between the tagging jets in MADGRAPH are indeed
lost.
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we will demonstrate shortly. We then place selection
criteria on our 3-jet matched or 2-jet unmatched samples
in order to isolate VBF-type production from all other
diagrams that generate two or more jets in association with
stops or tops. Adapting the criteria used forW-boson fusion
Higgs selection [8,31], we begin by requiring at least two
parton-level jets in the merged sample with
pT;j > 20 GeV; jηjj < 5; Δηjj > 1; 2; 3; 4: ð10Þ
The increasing rapidity separation should emphasize the
VBF-induced angular correlations between the tagging jets
[9]. More realistic selection criteria will be put in place
once we include a fast detector simulation in Sec. IV.
In Fig. 4 we plot the normalized Δϕ distributions
between the two highest-pT parton-level tagging jets
defined in the laboratory frame, requiring Δηjj > 1, 2, 3,
and 4 in the successive panels. As can be seen, there is a
clear difference between the tagging jet correlations from
stop and top events, corresponding to the sign of the
cosð2ΔϕÞ term. It induces a clearly visible minimum in the
stop sample around Δϕ ¼ π=2, especially noticeable when
compared to the slight excess here in the top sample. Top
pairs are dominated by a slight preference for back-to-back
tagging jets.
Without a Δηjj cut, the nontrivial azimuthal dependence
would be highly suppressed. This is expected, since central
jets do not predominantly come from the initial state
radiation (ISR) diagrams and do not reflect information
about the helicity of fusing gluons through interference
patterns in our reference frame. As we enforce increasingly
large Δηjj cuts we see a finite cosð2ΔϕÞ component
develop in both the top and stop samples; with the
appropriate signs for fermionic and scalar pairs.
In Table II, we show the relative size of the cosΔϕ (A1)
and cosð2ΔϕÞ (A2) modes for the top background and stop
benchmark points, normalized to the constant term A0. The
coefficients are obtained from the normalized ten-bin
histograms at parton level, using the standard ROOT fitting
algorithm. It is apparent that the nontrivial A2 term is
present in the unmatched two-jet sample, and survives after
the addition of a third jet in the matching scheme. The
magnitude of the A1 term significantly increases for the
matched samples.
Comparing the events with three merged jets and the
events with only two hard jets we see that the merged
sample shows an additional shift towards larger azimuthal
tagging jet separation. The reason is that with a third jet
recoiling against the hard top or stop pair system we now
have a choice to pick the two tagging jets. We systemati-
cally bias the selection towards an effectively larger Δηjj
separation translating into more back-to-back tagging jets.
However, this shift mostly affects the cosΔϕ distribution,
while the critical cosð2ΔϕÞ mode is symmetric around
Δϕ ¼ π=2 and therefore just slightly tilted. The fact that for
top pair production the kinematic effect from additional jet
radiation looks similar to the cosΔϕ mode from spin
correlations explains the surprising finding of Ref. [23] that
the parton shower simulation seems to capture some of the
expected spin correlations while it should not.
The size of A2 is only slightly affected by the different
simulational approaches shown in Table II, i.e. the theory-
driven unmerged 2-jet setup and the more realistic merged
3-jet case. If anything, the effect in cosð2ΔϕÞ is more
pronounced in the multijet case, contrary to what is
observed as azimuthal decorrelation in 2-jet production.
The two stop mass benchmarks are consistent with each
other. Already for Δηjj > 2 we observe the expected sign
difference between the fermionic and scalar processes. It
will become an experimental issue how wide a rapidity
separation of the two tagging jets is needed to extract the
most information with a limited sample size.
IV. STOP SEARCHES
The results obtained in the last section at parton level and
using Monte-Carlo truth clearly demonstrate the analytic
argument of Sec. II. Once all helicity information is taken
into account and kinematic cuts restrict events to the VBF
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FIG. 4 (color online). Normalized Δϕ distributions for the
two highest-pT forward jets at parton level, requiring
Δηjj > 1; 2; 3; 4. We show top pairs (blue) and stop pairs (red)
matched to three jets, as well as the unmatched two-jet samples
for tops (cyan) and stops (purple). We also show the best fits to
the functional form A0 þ A1 cosΔϕþ A2 cosð2ΔϕÞ. For the stop
samples, the ðm~t; m~χÞ ¼ ð175; 1Þ GeV scenario is shown with
a solid line, while ðm~t; m~χÞ ¼ ð200; 25Þ GeV is shown with a
dotted line.
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phase space, the stop events have a positive coefficient A2,
while the top background has a negative A2. However, these
results do not yet demonstrate that this difference between
scalars and fermions can be used to enhance the stop
sample among tops in a real experiment. One might worry
that the identification of the tagging jets, combinatorics, or
detector effects could wash out these correlations and make
them experimentally invisible.
To confirm the experimental accessibility of the azimu-
thal correlation as a way to separate top pairs from stop
pairs we now hadronize the parton level event samples with
PYTHIA and apply the fast detector simulation DELPHES3
[33] with configuration files provided by the Snowmass
Energy Frontier simulations [34]. Jets are clustered using
the anti-kT [27] algorithm with R ¼ 0.5. All decays are
included via PYTHIA, so we do not systematically account
for spin correlations and interference patterns in the
production and decay processes. From the last section it
is clear that the details of the top and stop decays play no
role in our analysis, beyond triggering and combinatorial
challenges. In our analysis we include both semileptonic
and dileptonic top pair decays. Fully hadronic decays of
tops could be added once we resolve QCD and combina-
torical issues, discussed for example in Ref. [35].
We generate the equivalent of 4.8 fb−1 of 14 TeV LHC
data for the top background and both stop signal points.
Although this is much less than the planned integrated
luminosity of the next stage of LHC running, generating the
corresponding full data set would be extremely resource
intensive and not essential for purposes of demonstrating
the feasibility of the Δϕ technique. Indeed, as we will show
below, even with only ∼5 fb−1, the interference effect can
already make stops known in the top sample, though
additional luminosity would be required to improve the
statistical significance.
Depending on the assumed decay channel we require one
or two electrons and muons, required to have
pT;l > 20 GeV and jηlj < 2.5: ð11Þ
Regardless of the selection criteria of forward jets, we
require exactly two b-tagged jets with
pT;b > 50 GeV and jηbj < 2.5; ð12Þ
using the DELPHES3 efficiency of approximately 70% per b
tag. For the upcoming 14 TeV runs of the LHC, where
pileup and jet energy calibration might be an issue, we
follow two potential choices for the jet requirements:
ð1Þ pT;j > 20 GeV and jηjj < 2.5;
ð2Þ pT;j > 20 GeV and jηjj < 4.5: ð13Þ
While the conservative assumption will prove to be
sufficient to reveal the presence of degenerate stops,TA
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including tagging jets to jηj < 4.5 will improve the physics
reach in this type of search.
For the dileptonic channel, we require two or more
light-flavor jets. In the semileptonic channel we require
four or more jets. Due to limited statistics, in the dileptonic
channel we do not subdivide the events into different lepton
flavor combinations, though this could be useful for a full
experimental analysis. Similarly, a full experimental analysis
might find it useful to include a systematic multijet analysis
for tagging jets as well as decay jets [36], but in this paper we
limit ourselves to the cleanest possible signature.
To differentiate the W-decay jets from the VBF tagging
jets in the semileptonic channel, we suggest the following
reconstruction algorithm: of all pairs of central (jηjj < 1) jets
passing a staggered cut pT;j > 60; 30 GeV we take the pair
with an invariant mass closest to mW . If an event has such a
pair of jets and their invariant mass is within 30 GeVof the
mW , it is retained for the VBF selection criteria. The two
highest-pT QCD jets remaining must then have an invariant
mass of either less than 50 GeVor greater than 100 GeV, to
avoid possible misidentification with the W-boson decay
products. This strict set of requirements provides a very
clean sample of events where the two VBF jets are well
separated from all other hadronic activity in the detector,
though the efficiency is correspondingly low, and improve-
ments on this algorithm are obviously possible.
The highest-pT non-W-tagged jets in the semileptonic
sample and the highest-pT jets in dileptonic events are
likely be the two tagging jets, so we apply the Δηjj cut. In
the conservative jet selection scenario (1) with jηjj < 2.5
we only require jΔηjjj > 2, in order not to cut too deeply
into the efficiency. For the more optimistic situation (2) with
jηjj < 4.5 we can also require a larger jet separation:
jΔηjjj > 3. From all events passing this final cut we
construct the Δϕ distribution. The final efficiencies and
effective cross sections for both the dileptonic and semi-
leptonic channels are shown in Table III, including the
efficiencies of each cut leading up to the final Δη selection.
Based on the 4.8 fb−1 of simulated signal and background
data given in Table IV, we can extrapolate what integrated
luminosities would be required to observe a significant
number of stop pair events inside the top sample. Clearly,
the statistical errors from 5 fb−1 of integrated luminosity
would be too large to make any statement, as the difference
between the background distribution and the background
plus signal is equivalent to the fit uncertainties.
However, by taking the central fit values of the dσ=Δϕ
differential distribution as the “true” parameter values, we
can determine the statistical power for a given amount of
data. The luminosity from the first year of LHC14 running is
expected to be around 25 fb−1. This data set would reduce
the statistical errors on the A2=A0 parameter to approxi-
mately 1%. This would allow a ∼1.5σ statistical differ-
entiation between background and background plus signal
for 175GeV tops in the dileptonic channel (∼1σ for 200GeV
stops) in the current detector configuration, and somewhat
less in the semileptonic channel. With improved jet tracking
in the forward region, this might be improved to 1.7σ with a
year’s luminosity. With a data set of 100 fb−1, 3.2σ obser-
vationwouldbepossible in both channels for 175GeVstops,
and 2σ discovery for 200 GeV stops, assuming the
conservative jηj requirements. This would be improved to
3.7σ for 175 GeV (2.4σ for 200 GeV) stops assuming the
detector performance allows for jηj < 4.5 in the tagging jets.
TABLE III. Cumulative efficiencies, including branching ratios, after detection selection criteria, in both
dileptonic and semileptonic channels. Also shown is the cross section after all cuts are applied. The “Leptons”
cut requires two (one) e or μ for the dilepton (semileptonic) channel. Two b-tagged and two (four) or more non-b-
tagged jets are required to pass “b-tag & jets,” and the semileptonicW-mass reconstruction is defined in the text. The
final jΔηj criteria is applied for both jet selection criteria as defined in Eq. (13).
jηjj < 2.5; jΔηjjj > 2 jηjj < 4.5; jΔηjjj > 3
Dileptonic Semileptonic Dileptonic Semileptonic
tt¯ Leptons 3.2% 29% 3.2% 29%
þb-tag & jets 0.17% 0.98% 0.23% 1.5%
þW mass    0.19%    0.25%
þjΔηj 0.053% 0.066% 0.061% 0.064%
Final σ 505 fb 629 fb 582 fb 610 fb%
~t~t (175,1) Leptons 3.3% 29% 3.3% 29%
þb-tag & jets 0.14% 0.87% 0.19% 1.3%
þW mass    0.17%    0.23%
þjΔηj 0.041% 0.060% 0.048% 0.058%
Final σ 55 fb 81 fb 65 fb 78 fb
~t~t (200,25) Leptons 3.3% 29% 3.3% 29%
þb-tag & jets 0.17% 1.1% 0.23% 1.6%
þW mass    0.22%    0.28%
þjΔηj 0.050% 0.076% 0.057% 0.069%
Final σ 36 fb 55 fb 41 fb 50 fb
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Such statements do not include systematic errors, which
are clearly of concern for an observable so dependent on jet
reconstruction and identification. However, analysis of
tagging jets has already been proven to work in Higgs
studies with the 8 TeV run. Moreover, as noted in this
paper, several handles are available to allow experimental
control of these issues. The signal will be visible in both
semileptonic and dileptonic decays, and with sufficient
luminosity the dileptonic channel could be further broken
down into the different flavor combinations. The turn-on of
the nontrivial A2 signal as the Δη cut is instituted provides
an important cross-check, and it is possible that selection
cuts intended to isolate the β dependence [7] of the top and
stop signals will also define useful sidebands.
V. CONCLUSIONS
During the first LHC run tagging jets have been shown
to be powerful tools in observing Higgs decays to
photons, W boson, and tau leptons. In the coming
LHC runs with almost twice the collider energy their
role will become even more pronounced, also reaching
beyond Higgs analyses. Similar to the spin and CP
studies based on weak-boson-fusion Higgs events [8,9],
we can test top quark properties in top pair production
with two forward jets [7,11]. This tagging jet analysis has
the general advantage that it does not rely on the
reconstruction of the hard process, in our case the top
pair. Instead, we can use the dependence on the azimu-
thal angle Δϕ between the tagging jets to search for
nonstandard events in the top sample at the LHC.
Specifically, the coefficient A2 of the cosð2ΔϕÞ term
in the distribution is negative for top pair production,
whereas light scalar top pairs will give a significant
positive contribution to this observable.
We first showed how the different signs can be under-
stood in terms of the gluon helicity combinations contrib-
uting to the total rate. We then established and tested a
nonstandard MADGRAPH5 setup which allows us to sim-
ulate events with all angular correlations between the ISR
tagging jets intact. Using this modified generation tool we
showed that the precision on the extraction of A2 increases
with the rapidity separation of the tagging jets. We also
saw that the A2 mode is not sensitive to the details of the
ISR tagging jet simulation and the model parameters in the
stop decays. Finally, we estimated that such an analysis
should give > 3σ results in multiple channels with around
100 inverse femtobarns of data at a 14 TeV LHC. Because
the analysis is purely based on the tagging jets it can
be generalized to any hard process in and beyond the
standard model.
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